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Data Quality Monitoring System
I Data Quality Monitoring (DQM) System is a key asset to guarantee a high-quality data for
physics analyses and it is used:
I live during data taking (online DQM);
I during offline data processing (offline DQM).

I By monitoring the data in real time (online DQM), data goodness is assessed and transient or
emerging problems are identified in the detector; finally data with poor quality is flagged (in
critical cases the data acquisition is stopped).

I Online DQM runs on a representative subset of the acquired data.
I How: data quality is assessed comparing a set of histograms to those from a reference good
sample following a list of instructions that include notes about permanent problems.

The aim of this project is automatizing the CMS online DQM system using machine learning.
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Identifying problems: summary of the current strategy
I We are monitoring 14 sub-detectors at CMS (e.g. Drift Tube muon chambers) and several
quantities within each.

I Central component of the DQM is a service to browse data quality histograms, DQM GUI.
I Every luminosity section (approximately 23s) the histograms are redrawn.
I Within DQM GUI, currently implemented static thresholds perform data reduction tasks.
I Based on those tests and set of instructions, operator can spot problems.

DQM GUI
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Problems with current framework
I Delay: spotting a problem with a naked eye might require collecting sufficient statistics
implying a long intervals when problems are overlooked.

I Shifter inspection doesn’t scale: the number of quantities to monitor online is overwhelming,
hence spotting a problem might take excessive time for a shifter.

I Static thresholds don’t scale: substantial level of information reduction is needed due to the
amount of tracked parameters; as a consequence there is a high degree of information loss.

I Human driven decision process: the alarms are based on shift leader and DQM shifter
decisions, thus the decision would vary from shift to shift given the same set of inputs.

I Changing running conditions: reference samples change.
I Manpower: to spot a problem, you need a shifter and detector experts to maintain instructions.

Machine learning anomaly detection algorithms could solve or reduce many of the above problems.
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Drift Tubes occupancy data reduction with anomaly detection models
I As a first example we took the monitoring of the drift tube chamber occupancy: the number of
muons crossing a certain region (single electronic read-out channel) of the muon chambers in
a given time window.

I In each run we have 250 Digi Occupancy matrices with numeric values.
I Each matrix has twelve rows (layers) and varying number of columns (cells), 47

 n  96.

I Normal behavior will produce a uniform occupancy of the hits along time, with relatively small
variance between neighbouring cells.
I A noisy or under-performing area should be reported, but orphan misbehaving cells should not.

from DQM GUI
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CMS Detector Slice
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Dataset

I Data collected from 37 LHC collision runs = 9250 matrices:
I To detect problems with a smaller granularity, we treat each layer (row) as a separate

observation (X );
I 100640 observations in total (statistics over 20 lumisections). 4776 labeled (by detector experts).

I Supervised Learning: Binary Classification
I Train (80%; 3440 good and 380 anomalous layers);
I Test (20%; 860 good and 96 anomalous layers).

I Labels (provided by experts): positive class is an anomaly (~10%) and negative class is
considered normal.
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Example: Is this a problematic occupancy map?

from DQM GUI

I Point Anomaly: An expert is able to judge if there is a problem, without any knowledge of the
context, just by looking at individual plots. A failure in a layer can be flagged.

I Contextual Anomaly: An expert can spot under-performing or noisy layer by drawing a pattern
between them based on layer’s position in topology (where the channel is in the detector).
Hence, the position in a detector determines expected results.
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Algorithms
I Isolation Forest (I-F), [1]: based on random forest, it isolates observations by randomly
selecting a split value between the maximum and minimum values of the selected feature.

I One Class SVM (⌫ -SVM), [2]: a novelty-detection method, results in a binary function which
captures regions in the input space where the probability density of the data lives.

I Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), [3]: very similar to ordinary Neural Networks with
explicit assumption that the inputs are images.
Static Tresholds:

I

2

(X )

I Sobel (X )max , where Sobel

=[

1, 0, 1]

[1] Liu, Fei Tony, Kai Ming Ting, and Zhi-Hua Zhou. Isolation forest. Data Mining, 2008. ICDM’08. Eighth IEEE International Conference on. IEEE, 2008.
[2] Scholkopf, Bernhard, et al. Support vector method for novelty detection. NIPS. Vol. 12. 1999.
[3] Krizhevsky, Alex, Ilya Sutskever, and Geoffrey E. Hinton. Imagenet classification with deep convolutional neural networks. Advances in neural information processing systems. 2012.
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Figures of merit

I Accuracy : not optimal in this case (imbalanced sample) but we want to keep it high anyway;
I Sensitivity

TP
,
P

we want to keep high, i.e. minimize false negatives;

I Specificity

TN
,
N

we want to keep high, i.e. minimize false positives;

I ROC curve and area under curve (AUC)
For the future
There is a problem of optimal learning and decision making as the cost of false negative is not the
same as the cost of false positive. We need to work with experts to determine a cost matrix and
upper-bound false alarms.
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Data Preprocessing
I Smoothing: A noisy or dead area indicates a problem, but orphan misbehaving cells are not
serious enough to raise the alarm. To smooth the data we use simple moving median or
median polling.
X̂i

= m̃, m = {Xi , ..., Xi +s }

I Reshaping: The observations don’t have the same size. Using simple moving average (mean
polling) we can force same size of observations while preserving most of the information.
Sliding window (filter) is modified for each observation, forcing final fixed size.
X̂i

= m̄, m = {Xiw , ..., Xw (i +1) 1 }

I Scaling: Normalizing to the highest occupancy in the layer. X̂i

=

Xi
Xmax

where X - original observation, X̂ - modified observation, i - cell number, w - sliding window, s smoothing window
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Results

AUC

Specificity*

Sensitivity**

I-F

.9678

0.86

0.91

⌫ -SVM

.9742

0.84

0.91

Sobel

.9757

0.90

0.93

2

.9853

0.95

0.95

CNN

.9946

0.98

0.99

* for (.95 Sensitivity)
** for (.95 Specificity)
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Veryfying results
I Because the labels are just covering a small fraction of the data and differences in
performance are small, to facilitate this exercise we set up a small web-based service to
backup and compare results.
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Bottom line

I Prototype implementation of CNN outperformed currently implemented test and other static
thresholds.

I There are aspects of the current procedure that could be improved, mostly that:
I the current data reduction tests are simple and failure scenarios are not having broad coverage;
I many anomalies in our data are not tracked unless they are serious enough to be an issue for

analysis. Automatizing DQM can help with book-keeping problems.

I The Drift Tube exercise is rather about learning if/how to plug machine learning technology in
the CMS DQM, than solving real problems; other projects happening within CERN OpenLab:
I good data certification with Yandex
I online DQM with IBM
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Backup
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Data Preprocessing: Pipeline
I Step 1: Smoothing (left).
I Step 2: Reshaping (right).
I Step 3: Scaling.
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Verifying optimal window for smoothing
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Model details
I

I

I

Isolation Forest
I n_estimators: 100
I max_samples: 1000
I contamination: 0.1
One Class SVM
I kernels: rbf
I nu: 0.3
I gamma: 0.1
Convolutional Neural Network
I Build with TensorFlow
I Binary classification
I Adam optimizer
I Number of filters: 5
I Filter size: 1 x 5
I Filter stride: 1
I Padding: SAME
I Polling: Max
I Relu activation
I Two convolution layers and one fully connected
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